
Sabor Colombia US Introduces the Lechona
Truck, Bringing Authentic Colombian Cuisine
to the Streets of South Florida 

Lechona Truck, by Sabor Colombia US.

MIAMI, FL, UNITED STATES, May 5, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Sabor Colombia

US, a virtual restaurant known for its

delicious and authentic Colombian

dishes, is proud to announce its latest

innovation: the Lechona Truck. These

food trucks are dedicated to serving

the best Lechona Tolimense in the

United States, bringing a taste of

Colombia to the streets of South

Florida.

Lechona is a traditional Colombian dish

made with pork, rice, onion, peas, fresh herbs, and various spices. It is a staple in Colombian

cuisine and is often served at special events and celebrations. Sabor Colombia US has perfected

the recipe for the original Lechona Tolimense and is excited to share it with the community

through their new food trucks.

The Lechona Truck is currently operating with three trucks in South Florida and can be spotted at

the top events in the city. From festivals to food fairs, the Lechona Truck is bringing a unique and

delicious option to the food scene. Customers can expect the same high-quality and authentic

flavors that Sabor Colombia US is known for, but with the added convenience of being able to

enjoy it on the go.

Sabor Colombia US is dedicated to promoting and preserving the rich culture and cuisine of

Colombia. The Lechona Truck is just one of the many ways they are achieving this goal. With its

mouth-watering Lechona Tolimense, the Lechona Truck is sure to become a favorite among

foodies and Colombian food enthusiasts alike. Follow Sabor Colombia US on social media to stay

updated on the locations and events where the Lechona Truck will be serving up its delicious

dishes.

Sabor Colombia US is thrilled to bring the Lechona Truck to South Florida and share the flavors

of Colombia with the community. This latest innovation is a testament to their commitment to

http://www.einpresswire.com


providing authentic and high-quality Colombian cuisine. So, come and experience the taste of

Colombia on wheels with the Lechona Truck from Sabor Colombia US. Be sure to follow their

next stops in their IG @saborcolombiaus 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